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ne of the best things about planning a
wedding is putting your stamp on the

with shops bursting with seasonal blooms and
a seemingly endless choice of combinations
and scents, from sweet lily of the valley to spicy
chrysanthemum, where do you start? It’s easy

(roses, orchids, camellias and gardenias in
white or cream are popular), table

secured to pew ends, on the altar, steps
bouquet (the most spectacular of the day!)
groom’s and groomsmens’ buttonholes (lily of
the valley is a good choice), bridesmaids’ posies
(traditionally a smaller version of the bride’s

Flowers
bridesmaid to scatter petals down the aisle,
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fresh petals provides a romantic touch for an
Cut pictures from magazines and books of
the library and note the names
Take a trip to your garden
centre or botanical garden to

meanings’ on the Internet for
If modern is your thing, most
table arrangements,
a rule, if the bodice is detailed, keep your

or one or two luxury orchids or calla lilies for

clustered posy or a trailing bouquet carried
bride looks lovely with a trailing shower
elegant teardrop bouquet will add
or peonies can be loosely arranged
White is traditionally a popular
colour for bridal bouquets, but
pastels and rich, vibrant colours
narcissus, gardenia, orchid, lily of
the valley, jasmine and gypsophila
to name a few) with a dusting of
sparkle and diamante detail for
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provides a rich, luxurious

Flowers
Shades of blue are a sophisticated
and roses in creamy whites and pale
blues make delightful bouquets, posies
For sheer prettiness, indulge
in a palette of pastels, with
muted shades of pink, blue,
cream and peach, or a

Red is incredibly passionate, don’t you think?
From deep red to raspberry and blush pink,
it’s the colour of romance, renowned for
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or pale green and white
carnations, tulips, lavender,
lilac, iris, delphinium and

Personalise your
bouquet by
adding a piece
of jewellery such
as a string of
pearls or a
crystal brooch,
diamanté initials,
especially
poignant if the
jewellery has

By Deborah Morris

Exquisite wedding flowers individually
designed to compliment you, your
personality and your memorable day
01822 859081
info@dartmoorflowers.co.uk
www.dartmoorflowers.co.uk
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